Title word cross-reference

2 [KPSL10, KHJK13, LPR06]. 3 [AW15, AWR18, BSW10, BSHW14, EBPJ16, GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17, JDR08, KPSL10, LDDR18, Lav09, MSS+22, NFD+21, OR04, Ste15, SK16, VSKL17, WPDH14, WBNF06]. K [KDK+16].

1994 [Bar05a]. 1996 [FTB05, WK05b]. 1997 [Brec05, MPC05]. 1998 [BM05, EM05a, Fer05].


Actuators [EAAP+22]. Adaptation
[PUC+24, RBC14]. Adaptive
[BMB19, FO23, LFM12]. addressing
[GTAE04]. Adjustment [JWA19, JDKN18].
Adult [JAA+16]. advantages
[WWA11]. Aesthetic [ZY+17, TJL+11]. Aesthetics
[HZD23, ZYJ+22]. Afect
[CR22, LCC15, GNP+10]. affected [TSC13].
Affective [LCC15, SCM18, WKM+17,
KW09, MDR10]. Affects
[LVV+20, ZOH+15, ZNWK12]. Affordance
[LRB15]. After [FM05, SB12]. Agency
[BLKD24]. Agent
[AONB17, EBA+21, JOZ+21]. aid
[SHSH08, RDF11]. aided [SDW05]. Air
[VVC+22, HDF+23, MHPM23, PCK08,
SHHF+22]. al [BM05, FTB05, SCS05].
Albums [KPL+19]. algorithm
[MP09, SGF+10]. Algorithmic
[CPVC19, WKM+15]. Algorithms
[HBM+14, HFJS09, KYL+07, OAD+12,
PJN+11]. Alignment [USA20]. Allowing
[BDR+21]. Alphabet [PVK20]. Alty
[Vic05]. Ambient
[DBR21, KDK+16, DCR06].
Ambient/Focal [DBR21, KDK+16].
Ambiguities [WBHP20]. American
[FWS+23]. Among [FWS+23]. Amplitude
[MT/E+24]. Analysis
[ASG+18, BCD15, BH17, CLR10, EKL+21,
FZL20, FK19, MMSO15, NOSS17, RTSW18,
TMM17, BMGC05, CWB10, FCH09, FBT05,
MB04, MP09, TKK+13]. Analyzing
[NGJT13]. Angiography [ABK+15]. Angle
[Ste15, HS12, TSRD07]. Animals [SNW16].
Animated
[HCKH16, BAMB13, HJO+10, WBCB08].
animating [TCMH11]. animation [RO09].
Animations
[KMH+19, KVDE19, VHBO14]. anomalies
[HJO+10]. APGV [MB10]. APGV07
[FL09]. Appearance
[APK15, FWS+23, KHH17, WDLC24].
Application [SHHF+22, AMR06, Lav09].
applications [KHJK13]. Applied [FL09].
Applying [MB04, PI08, YBC13].
Approach
[SJ18, TB24, BGL+08, GEMA13, MO09b].
Appropriate [IOYK19]. approximate
[YCK+09]. approximating [JDR08]. Area
[MW15]. arm [VGB10]. arousal
[VSCM12]. Arrow [USA20]. Art
[SNW16, SM0+10]. Arteriovenous
[ABK+15]. Art [TKK+13]. Artifacts
[HOH15, PMS17, TMM17, MGM12].
Artistic [WBHP20]. Artists [SNW16].
Arts [PHRE15]. assess [SAB07]. assessed
[VCR08]. Assessing [BLKD24, HBW11,
HBF16, TCGC19, WTVN16]. Assessment
[BMB19, GVC+17, NF+21, VSKL17,
ZLQ+19, APP07, DCN+06, WK05a].
Assistants [RL17]. Assisted [DCRS15].
Association [KNI22]. assumptions
[MRT+10]. asymmetric [SMI06]. Attacks
[MJP+24]. Attention [BFSV16, BH17,
DBR21, HHNOP19, KDK+16, O’S05,
ZYJ+22, FRC10, GMT09, HCS10, RTPG11].
Attentional [RTPG11]. Attraction
[FWS+23]. Attractiveness
[OEMO16, ZNO+20]. Attributes
[FK19, LZL17]. Audio
[MSHLR16, RBCK12, BSVD10, LZG+13].
audio-visual
[BSVD10, LZG+13, RBCK12].
audiovisual [BJK13, GLT05b]. Auditory
[AL15, CR22, FR08, GWFL22, OR04,
RFR09, AZ10, Bar05a, Bar05b, BMGC05,
BM05, EM09a, GDBP13, GLT05b, KW05,
MB04, NW08, SCG05, SC05, WK05a,
DFJ+20]. augmentations [KMHO13].
Augmented [AL15, GRM+21, GSCR23,
RH+19, WC22, WDLC24, HFJS09,
KWSS08, KMH13, SDW05].
augmented-reality [KWSS08].
auralization [VA05, Vic05]. Author
[GLT05a, MPC05, HR05b, Vic05].
Automated [HBK+21, KDCM15, SM0+10]. Automatic
([CEN+23, JWA19, SWA14]. Comments [Bar05a, BM05, Bre05, BS05a, EM05a, Fer05, FTB05, SCs05, WK05b, vdD05a, GLT05a, HR05b, MFC05, Vic05]. Communication [AONB17, SXsCS15]. Comparative [BMB19, DK19, HBM+14, TMM17, AMR06]. Comparing [NCVW10, OAD+12].

Comparison [BYB18, GATM18, GLT05b, KCK+18, NPKR23, NFD+21, SNW16, SB12].


Comprehension [BGK17]. Comprehensive [ATSD23, Bar05a]. compressed [SMI06]. computation [TGj08]. Computational [FRC10, HZD23, KT21, WL21, ZY+17, BGL+08, PI08].

Computer [DCRS15, FWN+14, FWS+23, HBF16, JOZ+21, SGHL+19, VCA16, SDW05, SII04, WBC+07]. computer-aided-drawing [SDW05].

Computer-Assisted [DCRS15].

Computer-Generated [FWN+14, HBF16, SGHL+19, JOZ+21, WBC+07]. concurrent [MB04]. Conditions [BYB18]. conferences [KW05]. configuration [BS05b].


Consumer [VCA16]. Consumer-Grade [VCA16]. Contact [CYK+21, SAB07, WH08]. Contact-type [CYK+21].


Crystallization [HR05a]. cue [FCH+07, KBP+13]. cue-based [KBP+13].

Cueing [BJK13, RTPG11]. Cues [AWR18, CEN+23, FB05, KHW+15, MSH16, RKS16, USA20, EML13, JSHG08, LSRR13, PCK08, RV05, RFR09].

Cunningham [SCS05]. cursor [LBT08].

curvature [AASH+12]. Curve [AASH+12].

Curved [ZB17]. curving [KBL+06].


D

[AW15, AWR18, BSW10, BSHW14, EBPJ16, GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17, JDR08, KPS10, KHJK13, LPR06, LDDR18, Lav09, MSS+22, NFD+21, OR04, Ste15, SK16, VSKL17, WPDH14, WBNF06].

Dark [EKL+21]. Data [BMGC05, BH17, FBT05, NW08, TB24, Bart5b, FTB05, HDH10, LME10, MP09].


Dependencies [VCR08]. Dependent [MSS+22]. Depiction [WBNF06]. Detail [PDZ05]. Detection [EDAM+24, HDF+23, MGM16, NJS06, PMS17, VCA16, GDBP13, KSM+05, LZZ+13, WMA12, WMS08].

Determine [CKW05]. Development [HJ07]. Device [CYK+21, LKTH06, SHBK05]. Devices [MSHLR16, AAM08]. Diagrams [WB04].

Difference [DCRS15, UHWT21, LPT+06]. Differences [RNHL16, RPH10, WLDC24, FCH+07, TGT+09, ZCRTW12]. Different [BYB18, JAA+16, TMM17, TSC13].

different [ZNWK12]. Difficulty [PK20]. Diffuse [TGG+20]. Dimensional [LZZ+17, HR05a, WMV05]. Dimensions [TGG+20, WM08]. Direct [FM05].

direction [BBS+06, MBG09, PI08]. Disc [BTD20]. Discerning [KDK+16].

Discrete [MW15]. Discrimination [CEM24, RM16, SK16, TSRD07, BSH+06, HJJ07, VGBF10]. Dismounted [GHS+20].

Disparity [KRV+14, CLR10]. Displacement [CYK+21, KBP+13, MGM16, DFZ+05]. Display [BBE22, IOYK19, LPHL05, MSS+22, OOAY22, RTJ+21, Bar05a, Bar05b, BS05b, BS05a, DFZ+05, EML13, GDBP13, GLBR10, HJ07, KW05, SCS05, WMV05, WCCRT09].

Display-Size [MSS+22]. Displays [ATSD23, BSH18, EKL+21, HOH15, HAHG17, JWA19, LLBM15, MD05, MGVM16, NMVRB20, SAW14, WPDH14, WC22, WRHS18, BM05, CLR10, HHL10, LFM12, MLK+06, PCK08, SCG05, WK05a, ZHNW12]. Disposition [BLK24]. Distal [RTPG11]. Distance [AL15, BYB18, KCK+18, LWW18, MD05, PKR05, FR08, FLKBO7, GNP+10, KTCR09, NAB+11, NZG+11, RBCK12, SCRTW05, WCCRT09, ZNW12].


DNN [DK19]. Do [EBA+21, RDF11, SB12]. Does [AAZMF21, DBR21, DFJ+20, GNP+10].


Earcon [MB04]. earcons [MB04]. Edge [EDAM+24]. edges [ACMS10].

Editors [VBB04]. Editorial [Bod21, Int06, MB10, PK07, RB04, RB08, Rus05, Tho07, Bo09, CRM09, FL09, HE05].

Editors [IG15]. Editors-in-Chief [IG15].

Edwards [EM05a]. EEG [MGVM]. Effect [BRM23, CEM24, FWS+23, HHNOP19].
MJP⁺24, NP15, RO09, SXCS15, WDLC24, ZHRM15, ZNO⁺20, AJML13, CWT⁺05, MJH⁺09, PJJ⁺11.  
**Effectiveness**  
KWS08, PW10, ZCRTW12.  
**Effects**  
BB16, BBE22, JLS⁺17, JOZ⁺21, KMH⁺19, KLL24, KSLM15, LKTH06, LWK18, LMM⁺22, MSS⁺22, MR18, NW08, NZG⁺11, OOAY22, PJGE21, RTJ⁺21, RRM⁺16, SM06, SWA14, EPO11, GTAEO4, KTCR09, WCCRT09.  
**efficient** [LPO09].  
**Efficient** [KLN22].  
**Ego-centric** [LLBM15, RBCK12].  
**Elastic** [AJML13].  
**Electro-ocular-graph-based** [WMA12].  
**Electro-myographic** [NJS06].  
**Electrostatic** [IOYK19, OOAY22].  
**Electrostatic-friction** [OOAY22].  
**Electrotactile** [BRM23].  
**Electrovibration** [BRM23].  
**Embodiment** [EBP⁺21, KSLM15].  
**Embodiments** [AONB17].  
**Emotion** [GFD⁺15, SZ22, TB24, MJM⁺09].  
**Emotional** [WK⁺15, NTKA12].  
**Emotionally** [WK⁺17].  
**Emotions** [ZHRM15, GEMA13].  
**Empirical** [EBPJ16, TNE20, VA05, BSW10].  
**Employing** [MRT⁺10].  
**Emulating** [ECOG11].  
**Enabling** [SGS⁺11].  
**Encoded** [WMS08].  
**Encoding** [BDW⁺23].  
**Engine** [PMS17].  
**Enhance** [RVS09].  
**Enhancement** [HAHG17, BC05, Bre05].  
**Enhancing** [AKB⁺15, MI07].  
**Enzymes** [KSM⁺05, PCK08, ZAAC12].  
**Entire** [ONS12].  
**Entropy** [SMS13].  
**Entropies** [KDS⁺15, ZZ13].  
**Environment** [AL15, GATM18, JOY⁺18, KLL24, RSM⁺15, APP07, LSRS10, MTRC⁺07, MRT⁺10, RPH10, WBN⁺11].  
**Environments** [BSHW14, BYB18, EBPJ16, GWFL22, HINOP19, JKB17, KPR22, LRB15, RBC14, RRM⁺16, SXCS15, BB13, BSVD10, FFW07, FCH⁺07, FLKB07, GNP⁺10, HBW11, JWB12, KBP⁺13, KCR608, LPO09, LBWP07, MBCW10, MC05, NAB⁺11, NZG⁺11, PK07, PI08, PKCR05, RBC12, SCRTW05, SAB07, SG⁺11, WCCRT09, WNW⁺07].  
**error** [LPO09].  
**errors** [RO09].  
**Establishing** [TUG⁺20].  
**Estimates** [EDAM⁺24].  
**Estimating** [GRM⁺21, RLTS04].  
**Estimation** [BYB18, CEN⁺23, FLKB07, LZL17, RNLH16, GDBP13, GNP⁺10, LXXB10, NW08, RLH⁺08].  
**Estimations** [RLNH16].  
**EuroHaptics** [HE05].  
**Evaluating** [APK15, ALN⁺21, AK16, BGK17, HBK⁺21, HH005, HCKH16, KPS10, KYL⁺07, LCC15, MJH⁺09, RLV⁺10, SD22, WBCB08, ZCRTW12, BMA05].  
**Evaluation** [BMB19, BM05, BTDB20, B22, EML13, EJP16, JDR08, LPT⁺06, MLK⁺06, MR18, RTSW18, VGBF10, VHBO14, WBC⁺07, WBN⁺11, YLY⁺24, ZYH⁺17, AR08, BBD⁺09, BC05, DFZ⁺05, HJ07, HDH10, LME10, SGL⁺10].  
**Evaluations** [NCW10].  
**Event** [LZG⁺13].  
**Events** [DFJ⁺20].  
**Evidence** [WAH⁺15].  
**EvoFIT** [FHC04].  
**Evoke** [KI09, MAYKM13].  
**Evolutionary** [FHC04].  
**Examining** [DBR21].  
**Example** [CSUN05, KHH17, SD22].  
**Example-Based** [CSUN05, KHH17, SD22].  
**Exeracting** [DFZ⁺05].  
**Experiences** [SB12].  
**Experience** [RKP22].  
**Experiences** [VSCM12].  
**Experiment** [RPH10].  
**Experimental** [ARAP⁺18, WKO5a].  
**Experiments** [OR04, GB08, WMV05].  
**Experts** [DCRS15].  
**Exploiting** [HCS10].  
**Exploration** [PJGE21].  
**Exploratory** [CBW10].  
**Explore** [CBW11, WBN⁺11].  
**Exploring** [AZ10, Fer19, GWFL22, KLL24, MC06, NOS07, ZHRM15].  
**Exposure** [SWA14].  
**Expressibility** [AONB17].  
**expressionism** [SMO⁺10].  
**Expressions** [CKWB05, NP15, GEMA13, KWI09, WBC⁺07, WBCB08].  
**Expressive** [ZMM19, MDR10].  
**Extended** [DCRS15].  
**CEN⁺23, EKL⁺21, ZLO13].  
**Extension**
Fabric [KH17]. Face [FW+14, FZL20, HBK+21, MJF+24, NP15, VCA16, ZC06], BS06, OAD+12, PJN+11, SB12, ZLO13].


Facilitate [ABK+15, AC11], facilitated [FR09], facilitation [BGW11]. factors [RSPA+06]. False [AK16], familiarity [ZLO13]. fast [ONS12], faster [LZG13]. faster-than-real-time [LZG13].

Facial [Fer19]. Feedback [ARAP+18, BCB20, BB21, EBPJ16, FZL20, KBL14, PTP14, AZ10, KL06, LKTH06, LBWP07].

Feasibility [LPHL05]. Feature [BH17, FMM21, GBA17, PK20, WKM+17, ZLQ+19, CKWB06]. Feature-Based [GBA17]. Features [FKM17, SWT+23, ZC06].

FechDeck [Fer19]. Feedback [ARAP+18, BCB20, BB21, EBPJ16, FZL20, KBL14, PTP14, AZ10, KL06, LKTH06, LBWP07].

Facilitation [BGW11]. Facilitate [ABK+15, AC11], facilitated [FR09], facilitation [BGW11]. factors [RSPA+06]. False [AK16], familiarity [ZLO13]. fast [ONS12], faster [LZG13]. faster-than-real-time [LZG13].

Fusion [ZLQ+19].
Gröhn [GLT05a]. grounding [YB04].
Guest [BO09, CRM09, FL09, Int06, Rus05, Tho07].
Guidance [GWFL22, GATM18], guided [HCS10, ZLWZ24]. Guidelines [WC22, CST+10].

Hair [RTSW18]. Hand [Fer19, KPR22, RVH+19, SHHF+22, WTWN16, AAM08, VGBF10]. hand-arm [VGBF10], hand-held [AAM08]. Handles [SCM18]. Handling [MO09a].

Handwriting [VVC+22]. Haptic [BSH+06, BCD15, BB21, CYK+21, EBPJ16, MT:E+24, RTJ+21, SHHF+22, SXCS15, AJML13, BTDB20, CWT+05, CKWB06, CWB10, DKR+05, GEMA13, HDH10, JSHG08, KSM+05, LBT08, PDZ05, RFR09, SHBK05]. HapticWalker [SHBK05]. Harmony [MP20]. HDR [APK15, AK16, KY+07, SDBRC13]. Head [ATSD23, BBB22, CEN+23, EKL+21, JWA19, JKB17, LCC15, LLBM15, MD05, NMVRB20, WRHS18, JWB12, LAE09, RPH10, WCCRT09, ZNWK12].

Head-Mounted [ATSD23, EKL+21, LLBM15, MD05, WRHS18, BB22, JWA19, NMVRB20, WCCRT09, ZNWK12]. Head-Worn [JKB17]. Heading [APP07, KBL+06]. Heads [CEN+23, CMR+05]. Headsets [DKM21].

Health [FWS+23]. Height [LLBM15]. held [AAM08]. Help [ASC21]. Hermann [HR05b]. Hero [KHW+15]. heuristics [BSW10].

High [APLR17, HNT+22, KDCM15, EML13, HCS10, HR05a, MMS06, NCVW10]. high-dimensional [HR05a]. High-Dynamic-Range [APLR17, EML13]. high-fidelity [HCS10]. High-Level [KDCM15]. Higher [WAH+15]. Highlighting [KM17]. Hint [ZLWZ24].

Hint-guided [ZLWZ24]. History [DBR21]. HMD [BYB18, KTCR09, LRB15].

HMD-Based [BYB18, LRB15]. HMDs [LWK18]. holes [LBT08, VVHV10]. holistic [FHC04]. Horizon [MD05]. HTC [KCS17, KK19]. HTTP [BMB19]. HTTP-based [BMB19]. Human [ASG+18, BLKD18, BDW+23, DK19, EDAM+24, FWN+14, HBT+21, KMH+19, KM17, KVDE19, LDDR18, NOSS17, SK18, SNW16, SZ22, TVR+11, UHWT21, WZA+23, DKR+05, ECOG11, HJO+10, JSG09, KVJG10, LZG+13, SI04, TJJ+11, VGBF10]. Human-inspired [TVR+11]. Human-like [WZA+23]. Human-Machine [KM17]. Human-Perceived [LDDR18].

Human-Robot [SK18]. Humans [FWS+23, PSB+23, ZHRM15, ZM19, OAD+12, SB12]. Hybrid [MDT09]. Hypergravity [PUC+24]. Hypothesis [CZ14].

ICAD [Bar05a, BM05, Bre05, BS05a, EM05a, Fer05, FTB05, GLT05a, HR05b, MPC05, SCS05, Vic05, WK05b, vdD05a]. Icon [CR22]. Icons [SJ18]. Ideal [CEN+23].

Identification [BFSV16, HBF16, PSB+23, RTJ+21, HJO7, NW08, TSMR07]. Identifying [BOK10, SF23, TGJ08, MP09]. Identity [HBK+21]. Identity-Masking [HBK+21]. II [LKT06]. illumination [DCR06, HFJS09, LXXB10, YCK+09].

Illusion [Kaw19, MT:E+24, RVH+19, SHHF+22, AR08, RVSP09]. Illustrations [SGHL+19]. Image [AW15, BFP16, FO23, FOP16, NG06, PMS17, RNLH16, SWT+23, LAE09, MDT09, RLH+08, RL+10, SDBRC13, SLW+11, TGG+09, WMS08].

image-processing [RLV+10]. Image-Quality [RLNH16]. image/model [MDT09]. image/model-based [MDT09]. Imagery [WDLC24, MNC06, ONS12].

Images [ABK+15, CSN05, DK19, FWN+14, GBA17, Kaw19, MMS05, TCGC19, WBHP20, AJML13, DCN+06, MI07, MMS06, MO09a, NCVW10].
SDBRC13, SMI06, WP10]. Imaging
[APLR17, FHC04]. Immersive
[EBPJ16, GWFL22, GATM18, HNT+22, JOY+18, KLSM15, JWB12, KS12, KCRT08, LSRS10, MBCW10, MC05]. Impact


[WAH+15]. Preference
[PJGE21, TKK+13, YWL+24, FCH+07]. preferences [GTAEO4]. Presence
[KLL24, LVV+20, MBG09]. Presentation
[AL15, BCB20, NP15, GNP+10, WMA12].
Present [IOYK19]. Press [KBL14].
pretended [KWI09]. Primary [WL21].

Primitive [KVDE19]. principled [EM05b]. principles [MB04, YBC13].
Printed [Kaw19]. private [BCB20]. problems
[WH08]. procedures [CWB10]. processing
[MMS06, RLV+10]. Product [SS19]. profile
[SB12]. Profiles [TUG+20]. Program
[BGK17, Vic05, VA05]. Projection
[KFSN16, KPB+13]. Propagation
[RRTM+16]. Properties
[HNT+22, BSVDD10, WCCRT09].

Proposed [AK16]. proprioception
[BOK10]. Prosody [EBA+21]. prosthesis
[BOK10]. protocol [GNP+10]. Providing
[BCB20]. Proxemics [LSRS10, KS12].
proximal [RTPG11]. proximal-distal
[RTPG11]. Proximity [ZNO+20]. pseudo
[AJML13, LBT08]. pseudo-haptic
[AJML13, LBT08]. Psychoacoustic
[RRTM+16]. psychophysical [HFJS09].
psychophysically [SVHS06].
Psychophysics [Fer19, TGJ08]. PTRM
[RKC+22]. Public [BCB20]. pulling
[AAM08]. Pupil [JDKN18]. purposes
[MAYKM13].

Qualities [GFD+15, BMG05]. Quality
[BPPFP16, BMB19, DK19, GBA17, GVC+17,
KBL14, NFD+21, PMS17, RNLH16,
SGHL+19, VSKL17, NCVW10, RLH+08,
RLV+10, SMI06]. Quantification
[CYK+21]. Quantifying
[MRT+10, SGHL+19, WBHP20, WP10].
Quantity [MW15]. queries [WB04].

Race [MJP+24, PJN+11]. radiologist
[AMR06]. Range [APLR17, HNT+22,
EML13, MMS06, NCVW10]. ranking
[SVHS06]. rapid [WB04]. Rate [WAH+15].
ratings [CKWB06]. Ratio [IOYK19].
Reaches [RSM+15]. Reaching [EBPJ16].
Reactions [BLKD24]. Reading
[SF23, BWG12, GTAEO4]. reading-related
[GTAEO4]. Real
[ASG+18, Can09, EBPJ16, FK19, LFM12,
FFW07, GNP+10, LZG+13, McN06,
NAB+11, NCVW10, ONS12, PK07, PKCR05,
SCRTW05, SGM+10, WBC+07, WNW+07].
Real-time [LFM12]. Real-world
[Can09, FK19, WBC+07]. Realism
[FWN+14, OOA22, RKC+22, SD22, BB13,
ENC+08, WBCB08]. Realistic
[CMR+05, FMM21, VHB04]. Reality
[ASG+18, APLK17, AL15, BPC24,
BTDB20, CEN+23, GRM+21, GSCRB23,
JLS+17, KCC+18, KKK19, KSLM15,
LVV+20, NFD+21, PUC+24, RK22,
RUI+19, RM16, SGM+22, VWC+22,
WC22, WDLC24, ZMM19, ZNO+20, APP07,
AG06, HFJS09, KS12, KWSS08, KMH013,
MBCW10, ONS12, RSA+06, RVSP09,
RVB13, SDW05, WAE06]. Recalibration
[KCRT08]. Recognition
[RKS16, TB24, VCA16, BS06, BWG12,
JSHG08, MB04, OAD+12, ONS12, PJN+11,
SMO+10, TVR+11, ZC06]. Reconstructing
[BFSV16]. Reconstruction [SWT+23].
Recover [SWT+23]. Recovery [ARAP+18].
Redirected [HBW11]. Reduce
[AAZF21, LLB15]. reducing
[LFM12, LPO09]. Reduction [MGVM16].
redundancy [TVR+11]. Reference
[PMS17]. Reflected [LZL+18]. Reflection
[TGG+20]. Reflections [Fer05]. reflexlike
[RVB05]. Region [BS06]. Region-based
[BS06]. Regularities [NOSS17]. regulate
[VSCM12]. regulation [LSRR13].
Reinforcement [KS12]. Related
[KPR22, GTAEO4]. Relationship [SZ22].
Relative [KLL24, LZW+17, KMHO13, WP10].
Remember [ASG21]. Remote [RL17].
Rendered [FMM21]. Rendering
BAMB13, BBD\textsuperscript{+09}, HCS10, HDH10, JSG09, KYL\textsuperscript{+07}, MDT09, NCSG11, PDZ05, PW10, SGA\textsuperscript{+07}, KL06]. \textit{replication} [RM12], \textit{representation} [LPEP12]. representations [BS06, WNW\textsuperscript{+07}]. \textit{Representing} [MW15]. \textit{Reproducing} [RM16]. \textit{Reproduction} [BSH18, AR08]. \textit{Requirements} [APLK17, GHS\textsuperscript{+20}]. resampling [FCH09]. resistive [KL06, LKTH06]. resolution [GMT09, HS12]. \textit{Resonance} [CEM24]. resonators [OR04]. Response [BB13, LZL\textsuperscript{+18}]. \textit{Responses} [OOAY22, NAB\textsuperscript{+11}]. \textit{Restriction} [AAZMF21]. \textit{resulting} [MTCR\textsuperscript{+07}]. \textit{Retargeting} [KRV\textsuperscript{+14}]. \textit{Retrieving} [FZL20, NG06]. \textit{reversals} [NW08]. \textit{Review} [TNE20]. revisited [HR05b]. \textit{Rhythmic} [WKM\textsuperscript{+15}]. \textit{Ritter} [HR05b]. \textit{Road} [JOY\textsuperscript{+18}, GB08]. \textit{Roads} [JOZ\textsuperscript{+21}]. \textit{Robot} [SK18]. \textit{Role} [CBB\textsuperscript{+14}, DCRS15, GSW\textsuperscript{+21}, BOK10, MJM\textsuperscript{+09}, VSWB07]. \textit{Rotation} [BPJC24, JDKN18]. \textit{Rotational} [RKP22, USA20, KCRT08]. \textit{Roughness} [IOYK19, KL06, Lav09, LKTH06]. \textit{Row} [HAHG17]. \textit{Row-Interleaved} [HAHG17]. \textit{Rubber} [SHHF\textsuperscript{+22}]. \textit{Rules} [RLNH16].

\textbf{Saccade} [ATSD23, WMA12]. Saccadic [RKS16]. Salience [SS19, NTKA12]. Saliency [HZD23, HHO05, KDCM15, LZG\textsuperscript{+13}, FSG09, HJO\textsuperscript{+10}, KVJG10]. Saliency-maximized [LZG13]. Salient [HZD23]. Salient-Centeredness [HZD23]. sample [GBDP13]. \textit{Sampling} [BCD15, HAHG17, ONS12]. SAP [BT16, CR23, GS13, GGFE20, HC19, JO21, KMS15, MS12, RK18, SBC22]. \textit{Scale} [JSCR\textsuperscript{+15}, NZG\textsuperscript{+11}]. \textit{Scales} [CEN\textsuperscript{+23}]. \textit{scaling} [CBW10]. Scattering [GSW\textsuperscript{+21}]. \textit{Scatterplots} [Ste15]. \textit{scenario} [BGW11, RO09]. Scene [JWB12, MGM16, RM16, TCGC19, AC11, EPO11, MB04]. Scene-motion [JWB12]. Scenes [TLS\textsuperscript{+15}, ENC\textsuperscript{+08}, NCVW10, SVHS06, VSWB07, WP10]. \textit{Scents} [ASG21]. \textit{schema} [MRT\textsuperscript{+10}]. schools [SMO\textsuperscript{+10}]. \textit{Science} [FWS\textsuperscript{+23}, KW05]. \textit{scientific} [Bar05b]. Scopotic [KRV\textsuperscript{+14}]. \textit{Screen} [BCB20, BB21, CKAD18, JSG09]. \textit{Screen-space} [JSG09]. \textit{Screens} [ZB17]. Search [BSHW14, KM17, MBG09, AMR06, BJK13, VR\textsuperscript{+11}, VCR08]. Searches [SS19]. searching [HHL10]. See [DBR21, EKL\textsuperscript{+21}]. See-Through [EKL\textsuperscript{+21}]. Seeing [PD17, SB12]. seen [WH08]. \textit{Segmentation} [ECOG11]. Selection [KPL\textsuperscript{+19}, FSG09, HHU11]. \textit{Selective} [Can09]. Self [JLS\textsuperscript{+17}, DRT07, RSPA\textsuperscript{+06}, RFR09, RVSP09]. Self-Motion [JLS\textsuperscript{+17}, DRT07, RSPA\textsuperscript{+06}, RFR09, RVSP09]. Selfie [DKM21]. \textit{Semantic} [LZL17]. Semantics [ZYJ\textsuperscript{+22}]. Semi [BCB20]. Semi-private [BCB20]. Sensation [CYK\textsuperscript{+21}, AAM08]. Sensing [RL17]. Sensitivity [KPR22]. MEDO09, RKP22, SWA14, DBS\textsuperscript{+09}, RO09]. sensorial [MDR10]. Sensorimotor [PD17]. sensors [BWG12]. \textit{Sensory} [ARAP\textsuperscript{+18}, BTDB20, BB21, YB04]. \textit{Sensory-Motor} [BB21]. separation [SNI06]. Sequences [CKWB05, SLW\textsuperscript{+11}]. Server [SXCS15]. Sets [WK\textsuperscript{+17}]. seven [BS05b]. seven-talker [BS05b]. sex [MJH09]. \textit{Shadow} [HBM\textsuperscript{+14}, Kaw19]. Shadow-based [Kaw19]. Shape [CA13, DBR21, AASH\textsuperscript{+12}, MJM\textsuperscript{+09}, MJM\textsuperscript{+09}, WBNF06]. \textit{Shapes} [CPVC19, KDPD19, MHPM23, JDR08]. Shared [BCB20, SXCS15, LPO09]. shear [DFZ\textsuperscript{+05}]. Shine [RTSW18]. Shinn [SCS05]. Shinn-Cunningham [SCS05]. shiny [WBNF06]. Should [FBT05]. Sickness [AAZMF21]. sight [MLK\textsuperscript{+06}]. Sighted [RL17, RSM\textsuperscript{+15}]. Sign [LZL17, TVR\textsuperscript{+11}]. Signals [BCD15, NJS06]. significant [ACMS10]. similar [SRCTW05]. similarities [WNW\textsuperscript{+07}]. Similarity
[FWS+23, CKWB06, NG06].
Similarity-Attraction [FWS+23]. Simple [JWA19]. Simplified [HHO05]. simplify [MP09]. Simpson [BS05a]. Simulated [PUC+24, ENC+08, McNo6, VVH10].
Simulating [BSPB10, MGVM16, PHRE15, LBT08, TSC13]. simulation [RRF09].
Simulations [UHWT21, MRT+10].
Situations [MGVM16]. Size [CKAD18, HZD23, JDKN18, JSCR+15, LVV+20, MSS+22, LBT08, OR04].
Sketched [CPVC19]. Sketching [WBNF06]. skin [JSG09, KW10, LPHL05].
Sound [BGK17, BDR+21, CBB+14, GDBP13, KW05, MR18, BGW11, FBT05, LPEP12, NGJT13, vdd05a]. sounds [MAYKM13, MC05, RVS09, TSC13, vdd05b]. Source [CBB+14]. Space [Fau17, GRM+21, KBP+13, KC17, KSLM15, GLT05b, JSG09, KWSS08, WP10, WAEG06]. Spatial [AAZMF21, GWFL22, GBLR10, HOH15, MGM16, SCS05, TCP+14, BS05b, GMT09, HBN11, LPEP12, MBCW10, MLK+06, RV05, RTPG11, SCRG05, WNW+07]. spatialization [MM13]. spatialized [BGW11]. Spatio [MPHM23]. Spatio-temporally-modulated [MHPM23]. spatio-chromatic [DBS+09]. spatiotemporal [KPSL10]. speakers [RPH10]. Special [BT16, CR23, FL09, GGFE20, HC19, JO21, KMS15, RK18, SBC22, GS13, HE05, MB10, MS12].
specification [EM05b]. spectral [HVM06]. Specular [TGG+20, WBNF06]. Speech [EBA+21, BS05b, BS05a]. speed [LBT08, LSRR13]. spoken [YB04].
Stress-Induced [LZL+18]. structure [JSHG08, WP10, Structures [AWR18].
Strutting [KHW+15]. Students [FWS+23].
Studies [BOK10, MMSO15, SF23, VA05]. Study [ARAP+18, AK19, GFD+15, HBM+14, ENC+08, LBT08, LPHL05, M009a, PDZ05]. Style [ZLWZ24]. Stylization [CSUN05]. stylized [WBC+07]. Subconscious [VCA16]. Subjective [GVC+17, MSS+22, NFD+21, RTSW18, VSCM12]. subjects [APP07, RBCK12]. subpixel [GTAE04].
Substantial [OAR22]. Substitution [ARAP+18]. Subsurface [GSW+21].
Subthreshold [BRM23]. subtle [MBG09].
sufficient [RVB05]. suggesting [RFR09].


Tablet [PD17, TG19]. Tactile [BSH18, CYK+21, IOYK19, MHPM23, OAOY22, PTP14, PJGE21, DFJ+20, TUG+20, WH08, DFZ+05, RTPG11, WMV005]. tagging [MP09], Takala [GLT05a]. talking [CMR+05, LCC15, MEO09].

Target [GHS+20]. targeted [BOK10]. Task [BTDB20, HHNOP19, PUC+24, BGW11, Cun09, MBG09]. task-facilitation [BGW11]. Tasks [USA20, AMR06, GTAE04, HHL10, NW08, NVW13, OAD+12].

Technique [KFSN16, FHC04, SI04, WMA12]. techniques [BMGC05, BBD+09].

Teleoperation [PTP14]. Teleportation [NPKR23]. temperature [KW09].


Textured [GVC+17]. Textures [BSH18, IOYK19, PJGE21, HVM06, JDR08, KL06, LKTH06, TJJL+11]. their [FRC10]. Theme [YWLP+24]. theoretic [SGF09].


Together [JOY+18]. Tolerance [AW15]. Tone [GBA17, AR08, AG06, GB08]. tone-mapping [AG06, GB08].

tone-reproduction [AR08]. Tool [Fer19, BC05]. tools [P10]. Top [MG16].

Top-Down [MG16]. torque [VGBF10].

Touch [KBL14]. Touch-Feedback [KBL14].

Touchscreen [KBL14, TG19]. TRAC [USA20]. trackers [MP09]. Tracking [DKM21, PK20, SF23, AMR06, LME10].

traffic [BGW11, PCK08]. training [LP009]. Trait [FM21]. Traits [BLKD24].


Translational [USA20]. Translucent [FB05]. Transparency [Fau17, Kaw19, PTP14]. transparent [CA13].

Transport [KPD19]. travel [BB13, FLKB07].

treadmill [LBWP07, MTCR+07, SGS+10].

treadmill-based [MTCR+07]. trend [NW08]. trend-identification [NW08].

trial [MG12]. triggering [RVB05].

Triggers [VVC+22]. trimming [MOO9b].

Tuning [JOZ+21, SCM18, MOO9b]. tunnel [APP07]. Twin [PSB+23].

Two [CEM24, KCK+18, WMV005].

two-dimensional [WMV005]. Two-finger [CEM24]. Type [ZHRM15, CYK+21].

typicality [SVS06].

Ultrasound [SHHF+22]. Ultrasound [CYK+21, HDF+23]. unattended [DKR+05]. unconstrained [SGS+11].

Underestimation [LLB15].

Understanding [KPL+19, MB04, AC11].
undulation [KSM+05]. unified [FSG09].
Uniform [Fan17, FCH09]. Unmodified [DKM21]. Unobtrusive [GATM18].
unstructured [MO09b]. Updates [KT21]. updating [RVB05]. upper [BOK10].
upper-limb [BOK10]. Urban [AL15]. Use [BGK17, PD17, TUG+20, AZ10]. used
[HFJS09, JDR08]. User [BLKD24, BMB19, BFSV16, BTDB20, EKL+21, FZL20, HDH10, KPL+19, YWL+24, GTAE04].
User-based [HDH10]. Using [AP+22, BBE22, DKM21, JSHG08, JSCR+15, KKC19, MW15, MC05, MSHLR16, NMVRB20, PK20, PMS17, RTSW18, SAB07, Ste15, VCA16, ZLQ+19, AR08, BWG12, CKWB06, GDBP13, GBLR10, KW10, LME10, MBG09, NAB+11, SDBRC13, TSRD07]. utilizes [KS12]. Utilizing [KHW+15].

Viewpoint [PSB+23, EPO11, FSG09, WH08]. viewpoints [SAB07]. views [AC11]. Vigor [RKS16]. Villain [KHW+15]. Virtual [ASG+18, APLK17, BPIC24, BLKD24, BSHW14, BB13, BSH18, BTDB20, BYB18, CEN+23, EBPJ16, FWS+23, GSCR23, GWFL22, HHHN19, JLS+17, JOY+18, JKB17, JDKN18, JSCR+15, KBL14, KCK+18, KKC19, KLL24, KPR22, KSLM15, LDDR18, LR15, LYM+20, NFD+21, PUC+24, RBC14, RSM+15, RKP22, RRM+16, SHHF+22, SXCS15, VVC+22, WTWN16, ZHRM15, ZMM19, ZNO+20, APP07, AC11, BGW11, BSVD10, BS05a, CWT+05, EPO11, FCH07, FLKB07, GBLR10, GNP+10, HW11, JW12, KSB+13, KLO6, KCRT08, LPEP12, LKTH06, LPHL05, LPO09, LBWP07, LSRS10, MBCW10, MH+09, MC05, MTCR+07, MRT+10, NAB+11, NZG+11, PK07, PKCR05, RBCK12, RSPA+06, RVSP09, RPH10, RD1TS04, RVB13, SCRTW05, SAB07, SGF+10, SGS+11, VSMC12, WAE06, WCR09, WNW+07, WBN+11]. viscosity [LKTH06].
Visibility [FO23, GB08, YCK+09]. Vision [EDAM+24, KR+14, LW18, APP07, Can09]. Visual [ABK+15, BCS17, BSHW14, BBE16, BW+23, DCR06, DBR21, FWN+14, GHS+20, GATM18, GVC+17, HHHN19, JWA19, JLS+17, KT21, KKC19, KM17, LZL17, MD05, MGVM16, NTDA12, PHRE15, RB05, SGHL+19, Ste15, SS19, UHWT21, VSKL17, WMS08, WL21, AMR06, BSH+06, BSVD10, CKWB06, DBS+09, ENC+08, FLKB07, FRC10, GLT05b, HSM09, HCS10, HS12, Lav09, LZG+13, LPT+06, McN06, MTCR+07, PI08, RL+10, RBCK12, RDF11, RTGP11, SBR07, SMS13, TG19, TIL+11, VCR08, WMA12].
Visualization [FL09, EML13, HS12, KWSS08, LPR06, LZG+13, VCR08, YBC13]. Visualizations
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